Central Plateau Inner Area Principles

- Proposed next steps:
  - COTW on February 3, 2014 (day before February Board Meeting)
  - Issue manager/TPA agency call
  - Refer to today’s meeting and Shelley’s notes
  - Advice on public involvement, potentially part of larger advice
  - Add other issue managers (and Jean)

100-F Area

- Advice #268, referred to in #280
- Letter: lessons learned from 100-F, future RODs for River Corridor
- Issue manager work (revisit in January)
  - Remove Jean and Art, add Gary
- Separate topic/request for presentation on new EPA guidance as applied at 100-F

January

- River Corridor ROD/100-F (January 13)
- Inner Area Principles (COTW, preliminary call January 6 in the afternoon)

February

- Advice on Central Plateau Inner Area Principles (following COTW discussions, half-day)
- PI Letter on Central Plateau Inner Area Principles
- 242-Z Update
- Deferred Maintenance Plan
March

- 618-10 VPU Follow-up
- Next RL Vision
- ERDF Proposed Plan
- 100 D/H Proposed Plan

Quarter 3

- 324 Update
- Central Plateau RI/FS Work Plans, SW-2/WA-a/DV-1
- PFP Update
- Area Management Plan